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Abstract6

We present a general model of the process of decision making based7

on the representation of the basic behavioral variables with the aid8

of an algebra of qubit creation-annihilation operators, adopted from9

the quantum information theory. In contrast to the genuine quantum10

physical systems, which are divided into either bosons or fermions and11

modeled with the aid of operators, satisfying canonical commutation12

or anti-commutation relations, decision makers preferences for possi-13

ble actions are constructed with the aid of operators satisfying the so-14

called qubit commutation relations. Systems described by operators,15

satisfying such commutation relations, combine the features of bosons16

and fermions. Thus, one of the basic consequences of the presented17

model is that decision makers mimic the combined bosonic-fermionic18

behavior. By using the algebra of qubit creation-annihilation oper-19

ators, we proceed with the construction of the concrete operators,20

describing the process of decision making. In particular, the gener-21

ators of the quantum Markov dynamics, which is used for modeling22

human decision making process, are expressed as polynomials of the23

qubit creation-annihilation operators. The devised coefficients have a24

natural cognitive and social meaning.25

Keywords: Decision making, decoherence, quantum-like model, quan-26

tum master equation, qubit creation-nnihilation operators, (anti-)commutation27

relations.28
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1 Introduction29

During the last two decades, the formalism of quantum mechanics was ac-30

tively pursued, to model the process of decision making in cognitive psychol-31

ogy, sociology, economics, finance and politics, see, e.g., (Busemeyer et al.,32

2006, 2012; Pothos and Busemeyer, 2009, Accardi et al., 2008, 2009, Asano33

et al., 2011ab, 2012, Basieva et al., 2011, Aerts et al. , 2012, Bagarello, 2012,34

2015; Khrennikova et al., 2014, 2016, Khrennikova, 2014a, b, 2015, 2016,35

Bagarello and Haven, 2016).1 One of the problems of this approach is the36

absence of an analog of the procedure of canonical quantization, which is37

used in physics to transfer classical physical quantities defined as functions38

on the phase space, f = f(q, p), into the corresponding operators acting in39

complex Hilbert space of states of quantum systems (Schrödinger quantiza-40

tion procedure: f̂ = f(q̂, p̂)). Roughly speaking, we do not have a kind of41

classical mechanics on the phase space for mental variables. Up to now, we42

were not able to identify the mental analogs of the position and momen-43

tum variables (q, p) and to construct a type of a “mental phase space.” One44

cannot exclude the possibility that such observables would not exist at all.45

Their existence in physics is closely related to the real manifold geometry of46

physical space used in classical physics. In principle, there are no reasons to47

expect that the “mental space” has the same geometry. As a consequence,48

we are neither able to construct the “quantum phase space” for cognition49

with the “coordinates” (q̂, p̂).50

Typically, in quantum models applied to human reasoning and decision51

making the operators expressing mental entities are developed phenomeno-52

logically (Busemeyer et al., 2006, 2012; Pothos and Busemeyer, 2009) by53

using a heuristic reasoning, e.g., with the aid of the elements of a payoff54

matrix, e.g., in games of the Prisoner’s Dilemma type (Pothos and Buse-55

meyer, 2009). Although such strategy is quite successful, it would be useful56

to develop a general quantization formalism applicable to the process of de-57

cision making. We remark that in quantum physics, besides the Schrödinger58

quantization procedure, there exists another actively used quantization pro-59

cedure based on the operators of creation-annihilation a?, a that is typically60

explored in quantum fields theory.2 It is natural to apply this procedure in61

1At the same time, see Plotnitsky (2014), Boyer-Kassem et al. (2016a, b) for a critical
analysis of the ability of quantum formalism to cover all problems arising in mathematical
modeling of human reasoning and decision making.

2To be consistent with the above notations for the position and momentum operators,
we should proceed with the symbols â?, â, where in the quantization formalism the hats
symbolize the operator nature of quantities. However, to simplify notation in long expres-
sions for operators which will be constructed as polynomials of the creation-annihilation
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the quantum-like framework.62

The main obstacle preventing a straightforward application of the quan-63

tum formalism of the creation-annihilation operators is due to the behavior64

of genuine quantum physical systems being constrained. These systems al-65

ways belong to one of the two disjoint classes, namely, bosons or fermions, see66

appendix. This separation induces commutation and anticommutation rela-67

tions, respectively (a detailed synthesis is provided in the appendix). These68

standard operator algebras do not correspond to the features of the process69

of human decision making. At the same time, the quantum-like modeling of70

decision making matches the standard quantum information representation.71

As is well known (but not so much emphasized in the quantum information72

theory), the qubit representation is neither bosonic nor fermionic. In fact,73

there is a gap between the qubit representation of quantum computing and,74

for example, its real physical fermionic realization. To transfer the qubit75

representation into the fermionic one (e.g., for quantum computations with76

electrons), special mathematical transformations are needed (Bravyi and Ki-77

taev, 2002). On one hand, the recognition that the behavior of a decision78

maker is neither bosonic nor fermionic simplifies the application of quantum79

information theory, since the corresponding model construct can be directly80

nested in a qubit space.81

On the other hand, the qubit formalism of creation-annihilation operators82

is not so widely applied.3 We can only mention a detailed presentation of83

this formalism by Frydryszak (2011). One of the primary aims of this paper84

is to present essentials of this quantization formalism to readers interested in85

applications of the quantum methods to cognitive psychology and decision86

theory in sociology, economics and finance. In these interdisciplinary social87

science applications (by the aforementioned reasons) this formalism is even of88

a greater importance than in the applications of quantum information theory89

to physics phenomena, where ultimately one is constrained to operate either90

with bosonic or fermionic operators.91

By using the qubit creation-annihilation formalism we can proceed to-92

wards constructions of the concrete operators, describing the process of de-93

cision making, in particular, the generators of the quantum-like Markov dy-94

namics, which is used for modeling agents’ choice formation. In this modeling95

we apply theory of open quantum systems and the process of approaching fi-96

nal choices is mathematically represented as a Markov approximation of the97

dynamics of the (mental) state of a cognitive system (a decision maker or98

operators, we shall skip the hats.
3In theoretical quantum computing researchers operate with unitary gates and in real

physical applications they have to move either to bosonic or fermionic algebras.
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a social entity) interacting with some outside environment. The latter is99

treated from the purely informational viewpoint.4 The formalism adopted100

from the theory of open quantum systems has already been successfully ap-101

probated on a variety of decision making problems (Accardi et al., 2008, 2009,102

Asano et al., 2011ab, 2012, Basieva et al., 2011, Khrennikova et al., 2014,103

2016, Khrennikova, 2014a, 2015, 2016), by modeling the decision making of104

players in games of the Prisoner’s Dilemma type, models of gene expres-105

sion and epigenetic evolution, political studies (formalizing voters’ behavior106

in elections and an establishment of cooperation between political parties).107

However, as was already brought up, the generator-operators of the quantum108

adaptive dynamics representing the mental state evolution in the process of109

decision making were selected phenomenologically. In the current contribu-110

tion we present the general canonical scheme for their construction based on111

the qubit algebras of creation and annihilation operators.112

Examples of possible applications of the algebras of qubit creation and113

annihilation operators are presented in section 2 are broad: modeling of ac-114

tions of states at the world’s political arena, cooperation between different115

political parties at a state’s political arena, trader decision making in the116

process of selling and buying commodities and financial assets, overall de-117

cision making by individuals (related to choosing e.g. an accommodation).118

This paper is conceived to be of a conceptual nature, where the main aim119

is to theoretically rationalize the usage of the qubit operator-algebras and120

exemplify the areas of their possible application.121

We point once again to the important interpretational consequence of this122

study. The models of decision making which have been applied outside of123

physics are operational constructs (the so called quantum like models”) and124

not genuine quantum physical models. The latter are constrained by cluster-125

ing all the quantum systems into two disjoint classes, namely bosons (e.g.,126

photons) and fermions (e.g., electrons). The real behaviour of microscopic127

systems is mathematically modeled with the aid of two special operator-128

algebras, based on canonical commutation and anticommutation relations,129

respectively. The decision making processes and their features are math-130

ematically well represented by the means of the algebra based of special131

4For example, for decision making in finance such an environment contains the infor-
mation on the real state of economics, world-wide political news, as well as psychological
factors, such as expectations of investors related to future price formation on the finance
market. In the context of decision making by voters, an election environment contains
information related to the economic and finance conditions, political news, but also a va-
riety of psychological biases conveyed by the mass-media during the election campaign
(Khrennikova et al., 2014, 2016, Khrennikova, 2014a, 2015, 2016).
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qubit commutation relations5, which are neither bosonic nor fermionic. In132

particular, this feature distinguishes the quantum-like models of cognition133

(that adopt the mathematical structure of quantum physics phenomenolog-134

ically) from the genuine quantum physical models of brain’s functioning, cf.135

Hameroff and Penrose (2014). Such quantum physical models are still based136

on bosons and fermions.137

Finally, we outline the possible generalizations of our formalism. As we138

already emphasized, in the real nature particles appear either as bosons or139

fermions. It is interesting that this fundamental feature of quantum parti-140

cles is related to the geometry, namely, the fact that physical space is three141

dimensional. In a two dimensional space the so called anyons appear and142

they behave according to fractional statistics (para-statistics, see appendix)143

ranging continuously from bosonic to fermionic.6 The quantum-like models144

are not coupled (at least straightforwardly) to three dimensional physical145

space. Thus qubit analogues of anyoning structures could naturally appear146

in quantum-like models of decision making. In this paper we do not go in147

more depth into this foundational issue. We do not consider the “fractional148

algebras”, by restricting the possible actions of a decision maker to dichoto-149

mous ones, which are encoded as α = 0, 1. We pinpoint that the examples of150

decision making contexts represented in section 2 with non-dichotomous ac-151

tions would lead to the fractional algebras of creation-annihilation operators,152

but at this stage we exclude them from our examination.153

2 Decision making: a classical formalization154

Consider a number of agents Ai, i = 1, ..., n. They plan some actions with
respect to each other; possible actions of Ai with respect to the agents Aj, i 6=
j, are given by the variable

Xi = x1...xi−1xi+1...xn; (1)

5Of course, this is a statement about the general state of affairs. One cannot exclude
a possibility that in some decision making contexts agents’ behavior might be in accord
with the purely bosonic or fermionic statistics. Finding such empirical examples, e.g., in
cognitive psychology, economics, game theory would be of a vast interest. We remark
that fermionic creation-annihilation operators were applied by Bagarello (2012, 2015) and
Bagarello and Haven (2016) to model creation of alliances between political parties and the
dynamics of buying and selling of financial assets. We also point to exploring of the Fock
space formalism for modeling of cognitive phenomena by Sozzo (2014). A more detailed
description of the mathematics and social meaning of fermionic and bosonic operators can
be found in the appendix.

6However, such two dimensional anyons are not real physical particles. They are the
so called quasiparticles.
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in the simplest case xj = 0, 1, for example, non-cooperate/cooperate, not-
buy/buy securities or commodities. In general, we obtain

xj ∈ {α1, ..., αq}, (2)

where the possible actions α can depend on an agent, i.e., for the agent155

Ai, q = qi and αk = αik156

This formalization is able to cover a variety of problems in psychology,157

decision making in social settings, behavioral economics and finance, corpo-158

rate finance and political science. Below are some decision making examples,159

including some global decision making contexts.7160

• The agents are states and the possible actions xj represent the degree of161

cooperation between them; including decision making in global political162

contexts, in the form of cooperation/non-cooperation on some political163

issues.164

• The agents are political parties within the same country and the vari-165

ables xj represent the degree of cooperation between them; for example,166

in the model with xj = 0, 1, the value xj = 1 for the political party Ai167

corresponds to its intention to create a coalition or establish coopera-168

tion with a party Aj.169

• The agents’ are trading assets on a finance market, where each of them170

sells just one type of an asset (stocks of one company) and the variables171

xj = 0, 1, correspond to decisions on buying, respective not-buying an172

asset offered by Aj. The model can be modified to correspond to the173

real environment of a finance market, by considering xij = αi1, ..., α
i
qi
,174

where each αj is by itself a portfolio of assets, which Ai can buy from175

Aj. (The counterparts can also make sell/hold decisions).176

• The agents are members of a social network (virtual or real) and xij177

represent the degree of connectivity of Ai with Aj.178

• Two companies negotiate entering a merger (i.e. to become one joint179

company). In the simplest model there are two partiesA1 (management180

7We remark that at this stage we do not consider some concrete game theoretic prob-
lems, where only cooperation or competition is the best strategy. In the analysed example
on political cooperation/competition we do not assume there are some constraints to coop-
eration, see a detailed synthesis of coalition-entry impact factors in Khrennikova (2016).
The decision on cooperation is driven by internal characteristics (value of cooperation
shaped by the ideology, power aspirations and other factors) and external environmental
impact (feedback from the electorate).
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and shareholders of company one) and A2 (management and sharehold-181

ers of company two) and the problem is related to negotiations between182

the involved companies. In this setting xj = 0, 1, variables correspond183

to yes/no in respect to the company’s decision on the merger entry.184

• A couple A1 (Alice) and A2 (Bob) plans to rent a flat or a house185

and they select accommodations offered by a few estate agents Ai, i =186

3, ..., n. They can select a few flats or houses and sign one for them in187

their vectors Xk = x3...xn, xi = 0, 1, k = 1, 2, and the agents also have188

their own vectors with dichotomous coordinates corresponding to all the189

individuals searching for accommodation and asking for the flats, which190

have already been selected by Alice and Bob. The decision making191

problem can be quite complex for both sides, the couple and the estate192

agents (e.g., the latter can be very careful and to check the financial193

background of applicants for accommodation). More generally, the194

coordinates encoding the states of Alice and Bob and the real estate195

agents do not need to be dichotomous.196

The model is non-trivial even for a single agent A who makes decisions197

about her possible actions in an informational environment (private, political,198

social, finance). Here the latter plays the role of the second agent, but we199

are not interested in the dynamics of its concrete state.200

• A trader A of the financial market should make the decision about201

buying some financial asset: in the state vector of A, see (1), the202

coordinates xi = 0, 1, where the index i labels some financial assets.203

• A voter A decides for which party (or a particular candidate) she will204

vote; the same model is applicable to different sorts of referendums, e.g.,205

x = 0, 1, “to leave EU/to stay in the EU”, “Scotland leaves UK/not-206

leaves”.207

The common feature in all the above selections of actions is that agents208

act in contexts characterized by uncertainty. As was emphasized in the intro-209

duction, the mathematical formalism of quantum theory is able to capture210

agents’ resolution from uncertainty very well. Of course, the classical prob-211

ability also handles very well a range of choice problems, at the same time212

decision making paradoxes can emerge. Quantum probability allows for a213

possibility to capture decision making revealed in such paradoxes e.g., the214

paradoxes of Ellsberg (1961) and Machina (2009) (Haven and Khrennikov,215

2009, Aerts et al., 2012).8 We remark that, roughly speaking, the main216

8Of course, a number researchers delivered successful contributions in resolving these
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distinguishing feature of quantum probability is that it provides the unique217

possibility to handle superpositions of the states of agents. In the above218

examples, we use the notion of “state” in the classical sense. In the next219

section we will consider quantum states constructed as superpostions of the220

coordinate vectors given by (1), (2).221

3 Quantum-like representation of states of the222

agents223

To simplify considerations, we proceed with the case of two possible actions224

x = 0, 1 for all involved agents. This case will be handled with the algebra225

of qubit creation-annihilation operators, in section 6. To describe a general226

case of non-dichotomous actions, a new operator algebras would need to be227

introduced. This would be a topic for our further studies.228

We consider the space of mental states of decision makers which was intro-
duced in by Khrennikova (2016) in special context of decision making at the
political arena. Now we extend this formalism to the general decision making
context considered in section 2. The space of possible actions of the agent Ai
towards another (fixed) agent Aj can be mathematically represented (in the
quantum-like manner) as one qubit space (two dimensional complex Hilbert
space) with the basis (|0〉, |1〉) encoding agent’s preferences: “not/act”. It is
denoted by the symbol Hij. In the quantum-like model uncertainty in Ai’s
preferences is represented by superposition of non-action and action. Such
superpositions are naturally expressed by (normalized) linear combinations
of the states |0〉 (non-action) and |1〉 (action):

|ψ〉 = c0|0〉+ c1|1〉, (3)

paradoxes, by using the mathematical tools of classical probability theory, cf. Tversky
and Kahneman, (1974, 1981, 1983), Tversky and Shafir (1992), Kahneman and Tversky
(2000) for a critical analysis of the classical probabilistic framework of decision making.
However, often, a model modifying the expected utility theory and resolving some paradox,
e.g., the Ellsberg paradox, becomes an object of new “paradoxical attacks”. For example,
the original models explaining the Ellsberg paradox were not able to explain the Machina
paradox. Now the classical probabilistic approach to decision making is involved in the
long-term and endless struggle against appearance of new paradoxes. In the review (Erev
and Ert, 2016) one can find 39 paradoxes and, as pointed by the authors of this review,
the dream of classical probabilistic theory of decision making is to create a model which
would not suffer of any of these known paradoxes. However, one cannot exclude that
such a “grand-unification model” would be attacked by creators of a new paradox (“40th
paradox”) cf. Birnbaum (2008) or Machina (2009). The quantum-like approach pretends
to resolve the probabilistic paradoxes of decision making theory in one model. However,
for a moment these are just the great expectation, see, however, Asano et al. (2016).
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where c0 and c1 are complex numbers, |c0|2 + |c1|2 = 1.229

For the fixed agent Ai, the complete state space Hi is represented (in230

complete accordance with quantum information theory) as the tensor prod-231

uct the state spaces Hij corresponding to Ai’s preferences for (non-)action232

towards agents Aj, i 6= j. Thus Hi = ⊗i 6=jHij. The dimension of this space is233

equal to d = 2n−1. This space contains superposition of all possible actions234

of Ai towards other agents.235

The complete decision context involves the preferences for (non-)action of
all agents (towards each other). The complete state space is mathematically
represented as the tensor product H = ⊗jHj. In the qubit representation its
vectors have the form:

|Ψ〉 =
∑
X

CX |X 〉, (4)

where X = X1...Xn and, see (1), Xj = x1...xj−1xj+1...xn, xj = 0, 1, and236 ∑
X |CX |2 = 1. The dimension of this space is equal to Dn = 2n(n−1).237

In the space H we have both basic quantum effects, superposition and en-238

tanglement. In particular, as the result of entanglement the agents “loss their239

individual control over decisions about (non-)action towards other agents.”240

The action of each agent Ai are irreducibly coupled with possible actions of241

other agents.242

Remark 1. (On “mental superposition”) We remark that, in quantum243

physics, superposition also bears a purely operational meaning. In contrast,244

to classical physics the notion of superposition does not simply relate to phys-245

ical waves propagating in physical space-time. The effect of superposition is246

conveyed via the interference experiments, such as seminal the two slit exper-247

iment. As was shown by Feynman (1965), in the purely probabilistic terms248

such experiments demonstrate a violation of the basic laws of classical prob-249

ability theory. Thus the results presented in (Busemeyer et al., 2006, 2012;250

Pothos et al., 2009, Accardi et al., 2008, 2009, Asano et al., 2011ab, 2012,251

Basieva et al., 2011, Aerts et al. , 2012, Bagarello, 2012, 2015; Khrennikova252

et al., 2014, 2016, Khrennikova, 2014a, b, 2015, 2016) demonstrate violation253

these probabilistic rules for some effects observed in cognitive psychology.254

Some well-known effects are order, conjunction and disjunction effects that255

call for the usage of an alternative approach to decision making. In fact,256

the usage of the formalism of states superposition (operationally encoded in257

the complex linear space representation) adopted from quantum formalism258

in cognition, psychology, decision making offers a viable alternative math-259

ematical decision making framework. However, recall that in quantum-like260

models (as well as in quantum physics) the notion of superposition is an261

operational mathematical tool, i.e., we do not associate it with th existence262
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of some “mental waves”. Formally, a measurement (decision making, action,263

answer) reduces superposition to one of the basis states corresponding to264

this measurement. This reduction is often called a state collapse. Again we265

regard the notion of collapse operationally (although in physics there are a266

few theories of “physical collapse”), cf. with White et al. (2013, 2014, 2015),267

especially White et al. (2014).268

4 Mental entanglement269

In the mathematical language entanglement is defined as the impossibility270

to represent a state belonging to the tensor product H of a few Hilbert state271

spaces Hj, j = 1, 2...,m, in the factorized form, i.e., as the tensor product of272

the components belonging to the tensor factors Hj of H.273

4.1 Interpretation274

In this paper (similarly to superposition), entanglement is treated as an oper-275

ational tool which is used in the Hilbert space representation of correlations276

between observables.277

The main message of quantum physics (theory and experiment) is that278

here correlations can be stronger than in classical physics (violation of Bell’s279

inequality and its generalizations). There can be mentioned two main sources280

of the “quantum amplification” of correlations:281

• nonlocal action at a distance;282

• the impossibility of objectivization quantum observables: one cannot283

assign the values to incompatible quantum observables before experi-284

ment.285

The latter is very natural for cognition: there is no reason to assume that an286

individual has somewhere in her brain the answers to all possible questions287

which were “prepared in advance”. For example, the otder effect says us288

that such in advance preparation is impossible. The same can be said about289

the disjunction effect (Tversky and Shafir,1992) expressing a violation of the290

Savage Sure Thing principle (Savage, 1954). We recall that the quantum-like291

approach to decision making was very successfully used in the mathematical292

modeling of these effects (Busemeyer et al., 2006, 2012, Conte et al., 2007,293

2009, Pothos and Busemeyer, 2009, Wang and Busemeyer, 2013). In fact, the294

model of dynamical decision making which was elaborated by Busemeyer et295

al. (2006, 2012) and Pothos and Busemeyer (2009) explores fundamentally296
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quantum entanglement, although these authors did not underline explicitly297

this important feature of their model. However, they work in the four di-298

mensional Hilbert space (for the game with two players) and starting with a299

factorizable (i.e., not entangled) pure state they then produce entanglement300

by the specially selected unitary rotation in the four dimensional Hilbert301

space.9 More generally the framing effect which was very well studied in cog-302

nitive psychology (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981, Kahneman and Tversky303

(2000)) also can be treated a sign of non-objectivity of mental observables.304

And it can be used as the simplest explanation of entanglement of cognitive305

entities.306

Surprisingly we cannot neglect even the nonlocal dimension in interpre-307

tation of entanglement. Of course, we do not mean the mystical action at308

a distance which would provide the possibility of instantaneous update of309

mental states of people located far from each other. (Such an action would310

be useful to explain parapsychological effects.) We consider just the possibil-311

ity of signaling between decision makers or in the brain of a single decision312

maker. In physics the main problem is that if such a signaling were ex-313

isting it has to be too rapid or even instantaneous. There were performed314

experiments demonstrated that if this action were propagated with a finite315

velocity, it should to be many times larger than the velocity of light. In cog-316

nitive studies we know well that information processing in the brain has a317

finite velocity and this cognitive time scale provides the possibility of signal-318

ing inside the brain - between its different parts. Similarly decision makers,319

e.g., the traders at the financial market, use optical fiber connections and320

the velocity of inter-agent signaling approaches the velocity of light. Hence,321

such purely classical nonlocality can contribute to mental entanglement and,322

in particular, in strengthening of quantum correlations.323

Thus both nonobjectivity of mental observables and signaling between324

agents and inside the brain can contribute to generation of special states for325

groups of agents or even decisions of a single agent which are mathematically326

described as entangled. However, even in physics the notion of entanglement327

is one of the most complicated from the interpretational viewpoint. Its com-328

plete clarification would need additional tremendous efforts. For a moment,329

the best strategy is just pragmatically use the mathematical formalism of330

quantum theory. In such an approach entanglement cannot be “explained”,331

but only confirmed by experiment 10 We point out that the Bell type tests332

9This entanglement generating rotation is constructed phenomenologically by using the
elements of the payoff matrix.

10We pinpoint that in QM entanglement between quantum systems does not necessarily
need to imply non- locality, if one adopt the view of local realism, cf. works by Loubenets
(2012), Loubenets (2015).
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for functioning of cognition are not easy to perform (but the same can be333

said about physics: the final Bell test without loopholes was performed only334

in 2015). However, some preliminary results have already been obtained, see335

(Conte et al., 2008, Asano et al., 2014). We also point to studies of Dzha-336

farov and Kujala (2012, 2014) on application of the quantum formalism and337

especially entanglement to psychophysics and its coupling with studies about338

selective influences which have been very well studied in psychophysical lit-339

erature.340

4.2 Monogamy of entanglement341

Monogamy of entanglement (for n ≥ 3) is one of its distinguishing features.
In the case of a pure state (i.e., given by a normalized vector) it is formulated
very simply. Consider the case of three agents (e.g., political parties acting
at the political arena of some country) A1,A2,A3. We call entanglement
between their preference states genuine tripartite entanglement, if the their
preference state cannot be bi-separated, i.e., it cannot be represented, e.g.,
in the form:

|Ψ〉 = |Ψ12〉 ⊗ |Ψ3〉, (5)

where |Ψ12〉 ∈ H1 ⊗ H2 is an entangled state and |Ψ3〉 ∈ H3. We remark342

that the state (5) need not be factorizable into three states. Thus if the343

state Ψ12 is not factorizable, then the state Ψ is entangled (in spite of partial344

separability).345

The mathematical formalism of QM implies the following “monogamy”346

feature of entanglement. Suppose that the preferences of agents A1,A2,A3347

are entangled. If, e.g., A1 and A2 share an entangled pure state Ψ12 ∈348

H1⊗H2, then they cannot have any entanglement with A3, regardless of how349

weakly entangled their state is. Thus if the state of the tri-agent preferences350

|Ψ〉 is entangled (and pure) and at the same time the state of one of the351

bi-agent preferences is also entangled (and pure), then |Ψ〉 is automatically352

biseparable.353

We have to recognize that entanglement monogamy (for pure states) does354

not match completely the rules of decision making “games” between a few355

agents. In general, decision makers are not swans who can have so to say356

only pairwise entanglement. For example, suppose agents are political par-357

ties acting at state’s political arena and establishing cooperation of different358

degree, including creation of alliances, see Bagarello (2015 a,b), Bagarello359

and Haven (2016) and Khrennikova (2016).360

However, this is not a constraint to using the notion of entanglement361

in quantum-like modeling of decision making. This is merely one of the362
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evidences that modeling with the aid of solely pure states is restrictive. One363

has to proceed with in general mixed states, see also section 5 for another364

motivation having the dynamical nature.365

For in general mixed states, the monogamy of agents’ preferences for ac-366

tions can be formulated as follows: if the entanglement between the two of the367

three agents (e.g., the political parties) increases, then the entanglement be-368

tween either of those two and the third (other) agent must decrease. The lat-369

ter features matches well with the rules of the decision making “games”. Two370

agents (e.g., political parties) cannot increase they inter-connection with-371

out decreasing their interconnections with the third agent (political party).372

However, the latter is definitely not the feature of all possible games be-373

tween agents. Thus the impact of the monogamy feature of the quantum374

entanglement to applicability of this formalism in cognition, psychology, and375

decision making has to be analyzed more carefully, cf. (Plotnitsky, 2014,376

Boyer-Kassem et al., 2016a, b). It seems that the role of the monogamy377

issue of quantum entanglement has not been risen in previous papers about378

the quantum-like modeling of decision making. It might happen that entan-379

glement monogamy would constraint applicability of the quantum formalism380

in cognition, psychology, sociology, economics, or finance.381

5 Quantum-like schemes for modeling of de-382

cision making383

Following the ideology of the quantum-like modeling of the dynamical process384

of decision making (Busemeyer et al., 2006, 2012; Pothos and Busemeyer,385

2009; Asano et al., 2011, 2012; Bagarello, 2012, 2015, Bagarello and Haven,386

2016) we describe the process of decision making with the aid of the quantum387

state dynamics.388

To model the process of decision making Busemeyer et al. (2006, 2012),389

Pothos and Busemeyer (2009), Zorn and Smith (2011) and a few other au-390

thors used the standard quantum scheme: continuous Schrödinger evolution391

interrupted by measurement - in our case a discontinuous act of selection of392

the concrete alternative for decision making. Bagarello (2012, 2015) modeled393

the dynamics of averages by using the quantum field version of the unitary394

Schrödinger dynamics, see also Bagarello and Haven (2016). Asano et al.395

(2011ab, 2012), Basieva et al. (2011) proposed to apply the decoherence-396

measurement scheme based on quantum master equation. In political science397

this scheme was applied by Khrennikova et al. (2014, 2016) and Khrennikova398

(2014a, b, 2016, 2016). In this paper we also apply this scheme. Our aim is399
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to present the general formalism of construction of operators (generators of400

dynamics) which appear in this scheme, see section 7.401

We point to one of the distinguishing features of state’s dynamics of a402

system interacting with an environment and described by the master equa-403

tion. This dynamics (in contrast to the Schrödinger dynamics) cannot be404

mathematically described solely in terms of pure states. The influence of an405

environment destroys a state’s purity and generates a mixed quantum state.406

We remark that a pure quantum state is mathematically described by a nor-407

malized vector of complex Hilbert space and a mixed quantum state by a408

density operator. Thus in coming model of the process of decision making409

the dynamical variable is a density operator ρ(t) and not a pure state ψ(t)410

as in works of Busemeyer et al. (2006, 2012), Pothos and Busemeyer (2009),411

Zorn and Smith (2011), Bagarello (2012, 2015), Bagarello and Haven (2016).412

We now write the Markovian approximation of the quantum master equa-
tion, the Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad (GKSL) equation, see, e.g.,
(Ohya and Volovich, 2011):

dρ

dt
(t) = − i

γ
[H, ρ(t)] + L(ρ(t)), (6)

whereH is a Hermitian operator acting in H and L is a linear operator acting413

in the space of linear operators B(H) in H (such maps are often called super-414

operators). Typically the operator H represents the state dynamics in the415

absence of interaction with a so called environment11. However, in general416

H can also contain contribution of the impact of the environment. In the417

model, the superoperator L encodes the impact of the environment. This418

superoperator maps density operators into density operators, i.e., it has to419

preserve Hermitianity, positive definiteness and the trace. These conditions420

constraint essentially the class of possible generators L. Our aim is to express421

the operatorsH and L as quadratic polynomials of qubit operators of creation422

and annihilation. Finally, remark on the meaning of the constant γ in the423

equation (6). In quantum physics the quantity H has the physical dimension424

of energy and, hence, γ has to have the dimension of action: energy×time.425

In physics γ is equal to the Planck constant which has a special physical426

meaning and serves as the basic constant of quantum mechanics. In our427

quantum-like modeling elaboration of an adequate notion of mental or social428

energy is the complex problem, see Khrennikova (2016) for a discussion.429

Therefore operationally it is easier to escape this discussion and consider the430

operator-quantity H as dimensionless, and assign to γ the dimension of time431

11In decision-making modeling, environment is treated broadly compromising of the set
of mental, economic, financial, social, geo-political and ecological variables.
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and interpret it as the factor determining the time scale of the dynamics of432

the state of decision maker in the process of selection of possible actions.433

For natural generators of dynamics, the solution of the GKSL-equation434

(6), the time dependent density operator ρ(t), approaches for t → ∞ the435

steady state ρout. This steady state is considered as the output of the process436

of agents’ decision making. The diagonal elements of the density operator437

ρout in the basis corresponding to possible actions, see section 3, encode the438

probabilities of possible actions. In the simplest case the density operator439

acts in the two dimensional qubit space. The operator ρout encodes the prob-440

abilities of actions labeled by α = 0, 1 : pα = 〈α|ρout|α〉. As in classical441

decision making, the problem of interpretation of probabilities arises (Plot-442

nitsky, 2009, Haven and Khrennikov, 2016) ). They can be interpreted either443

as objective (frequency) probabilities as in von Neumann and Morgenstein444

(1953) or as subjective probabilities, cf. Savage (1954). We proceed with445

a subjective interpretation. Now, as in the classical decision making, to se-446

lect the concrete action α = 0, 1, the decision maker calculates the odds:447

O(1) = p1
p0
. If O(1) > 1, she selects the action α = 1, in the opposite case,448

she selects the action α = 0. (If O(1) = 1, she will continue analysis of the449

problem or just select the action purely randomly.)450

We point to the main distinguishing feature of the decision making model451

based on the GKSL-equation. In contrast to the classical von Neumann-452

Morgenstern expected utility approach and its numerous generalizations (we453

use the umbrella EUT), our agents do not directly appeal to utility of choices.454

The agent’s utility function is not part of the model. In the above model, an455

agent does not seek to maximize expected utility in the strict EUT meaning.456

An agent makes her decision by taking into account information gained from457

interaction with the environment and her internal cognitive features. The458

procedure of decision making is not as straightforward as in the expected459

utility approach. The decision state ρout is approached in the process of460

stabilization of fluctuating preferences for a set of actions and the dynamics461

of such fluctuations can be very complex 12.462

12We would like to illuminate that the internal characteristics” encoded in the decision-
operators can contain a set of variables that corresponds to the value/utility interpretation
of human actions as understood in EUT. At the same time, there is a set of additional
variables characterising biases, beliefs and memory, cf. a concrete illustration with a
projected structure of the Hamiltonian operator by Pothos and Busemeyer (2009).
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6 What are the features of agents’ decision463

making? Bosonic? Fermionic? Qubits?464

We recall once again that all quantum physical physical systems are either465

bosons or fermions and mathematically are described by canonical commuta-466

tion and anti-commutation relations respectively. At the same time quantum467

information theory is basically done in n-qubit space. It is well know that468

qubit is neither boson nor fermion (Frydryszak, 2011). In some sense it com-469

bines both fermionic and bosonic features. Thus in quantum information470

theory the qubit representation is a mathematical model which does not rep-471

resent the real physical situation. Therefore to have the real physical model472

one has to transfer the theory written in qubit terms either to the bosonic or473

fermionic representation and it is possible to do (Bravyi and Kitaev, 2002).474

In the quantum-like model of decision making qubit by itself is a ba-475

sic entity of a quantum-like model. We need not to transfer the n-qubit476

model neither into bosonic nor fermionic one. Therefore we cannot pro-477

ceed with canonical (anti-) commutation relations and explore advantages of478

the standard formalism of creation and annihilation operators (for bosons479

or fermions). Instead of the standard formalism, we have to use the qubit480

canonical commutation relations which combine nilpotence of fermionic cre-481

ation and annihilation operators with commutativity of the corresponding482

bosonic operators.483

Consider single qubit space with the basis (|0〉, |1〉). We define here the
standard fermionic operators of creation a? and annihilation a as following:

a?|0〉 = |1〉, a?|1〉 = 0 (7)

a|0〉 = 0, a|1〉 = |0〉, (8)

or in the matrix representation

a? =

(
0 0
1 0

)
, a =

(
0 1
0 0

)
. (9)

Hence, a? is really the adjoint operator to a. These operators satisfy the
canonical commutation relations:

{a, a?} = I, {a, a} = 0, {a?, a?} = 0, (10)

where I =

(
1 0
0 1

)
, is the unit operator and the anti-commutator of two

operators A and B is defined as {A,B} = AB + BA. The commutation
relations (10) can be easily checked by using the matrix representation (9).
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Here the last two commutation relations in (10) are in fact trivial, since
(a?)2 = a2 = 0. The number operator can be represented in the standard
way N = a?a and the free Hamiltonian as H0 = ωa?a. We remark that
in quantum information theory (Frydryszak, 2011) these anti-commutation
relations are written in the following form [?]:

[a, a?] = I − 2N, (a?)2 = a2 = 0. (11)

Now we want to proceed to the case of a few degrees of freedom, to the
k-qubit space. Let W = W1 ⊗ ... ⊗ Wk, where Wi is one qubit space. In
each Wi we introduce the operators of creation and annihilation a?i , ai, (7),
(8), but then we extend them onto space W in the standard tensor product
space manner

a?i = I ⊗ ...I ⊗ a?i ⊗ I...⊗ I, ai = I ⊗ ...I ⊗ ai ⊗ I...⊗ I, (12)

i.e.,
a?i |x1〉 ⊗ ...|xi〉 ⊗ ...⊗ |xk〉 = |x1〉 ⊗ ...a?i |xi〉 ⊗ ...⊗ |xk〉,

ai|x1〉 ⊗ ...|xi〉 ⊗ ...⊗ |xk〉 = |x1〉 ⊗ ...ai|xi〉 ⊗ ...⊗ |xk〉.

For the fixed i, such operators satisfy the canonical commutation relations
(10) for the one dimensional fermionic system, but for different i, j they
commute:

[ai, a
?
j ] = [ai, aj] = [a?i , a

?
j ] = 0, (13)

where [A,B] = AB −BA is the usual commutator. Now we list the k-qubit
cannonical commutation relation as they are typically written in quantum
information theory:

[ai, a
?
j ] = δij(1− 2Nj) (14)

[ai, aj] = 0, [a?i , a
?
j ] = 0, (15)

(a?)2 = 0, a2 = 0. (16)

Now we turn to our model of decision making. In the total preference state484

spaceH of the agentsAi, i = 1, 2, ..., n, we introduce the operators a?ji, aji, i 6=485

j, i, j = 1, ..., n. For the fixed j, the operator a?ji creates the preference for486

action of Aj towards Ai and the operator aji destroys it.
13

487

13We underline that the operators create and annihilate preferences and not the actions.
We describe the process of decision making and during this process an agent reflects on “to
act, or not to act”. These reflections are encoded with the aid of the qubit creation and
annihilation operators. At the end of the process of reflections an agent approaches the
decision which is represented in the probabilistic form and gives (subjective) probabilities
for the actions.
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We emphasize that these operators are “local”, i.e., they nontrivially act488

only on the corresponding qubit representing the relation of Aj to Aj. This489

feature of the qubit creation and annihilation operators reflects the basic490

feature of the decision making process, the agent Aj can act to each qubit of491

its preference state independently from other agents.14492

7 Model generators of quantum Markovian493

dynamics by using qubit creation and an-494

nihilation operators495

Now we want to present some model operators generating the GKSL-dynamics496

by using the qubit creation-annihilation operators. As was emphasized in in-497

troduction, we cannot start modeling of cognition from a mental analog of the498

phase-space representation used in classical physics. If we were able to pro-499

ceed in this way, it would be possible to apply the Schrödinger quantization500

procedure and replace the canonical variables by noncommutative operators501

(and by taking into account that decision makers are neither bosons nor502

fermions, see section 6.) The absence of the mental equivalent of the classi-503

cal physical phase-space representation is a consequence of the impossibility504

(may be temporary) to identify “mental canonical variables”, the analogs505

of position and velocity (momentum) of a physical system. In any event,506

we cannot proceed by using Schrödinger quantization. And the quantiza-507

tion procedure based on the creation and annihilation operators is the most508

attractive alternative which can be explored. In quantum physics, bosonic509

and fermionic operators are in use. As was remarked, in quantum informa-510

tion theory one can proceed with qubit creation and annihilation operators.511

However, up to my knowledge, this formalism is not so widely explored, see,512

however, again (Frydryszak, 2011).513

First, we consider the Hamiltonian part of the dynamics. The dynamics in
the absence of interactions between agents and between different preferences

14In quantum computing this feature corresponds to the possibility of approaching each
qubit of the multi-qubit state. One may say that in our model agents use quantum-like
algorithmic procedures for decision making. Of course, the state transformation given by
the GKSL-equation is not a genuine quantum gate, because the latter has to be represented
by a unitary operator and it corresponds to Schrödinger’s dynamics. However, in some
modern schemes of quantum state control non-unitary gates accommodating the influence
of the bath are started to be used.
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of a single agent is generated by “free Hamitonian”:

H0 =
∑
j

H0j, H0j =
∑
i

ωjia
?
jiaji, (17)

where ωji ≥ 0 are parameters (“frequencies”) determining the time scales514

dynamics of the preference of the agent Aj for (non-)action towards the agent515

Ai and H0j is the Hamiltonian of the agent Aj. The latter would describe516

its preference state dynamics if this agent were evaluating her preferences517

for (non-)action towards other agents without taking into account “external518

signals” about preferences of other agents (and this is unrealistic situation).519

The interaction Hamiltonian is modeled in the following way (as, e.g., in
quantum optics):

HI =
∑
j1,j2

∑
i1,i2

kj1j2i1i2 [a
?
j1i1

aj2i2 + a?j2i2aj1i1 ], (18)

where kj1j2i1i2 are real coefficients describing the magnitude of pairwise inter-520

actions. This Hamiltonian is quadratic with respect to the qubit operators of521

creation and annihilation. Interactions of higher order, e.g., of fourth degree,522

can also be modeled, but the corresponding equations are too complicated523

even for numerical modeling.524

Now the adjustment of the preferences of the agent Aj as the result of
the influence of her mental environment Rj we describe by the operator15:

Ljρ =
∑
i 6=j

[α+
ij(a

∗
jiρaji −

1

2
{ajia∗ji, ρ}) + α−ij(ajiρa

∗
ji −

1

2
{a∗jiaji, ρ})], (19)

where α+
ij is a coefficient giving “the rate of signals” in favor of action towards525

the agent Ai coming to the agent Aj from her mental environment Rj and526

α−ij gives the “rate of signals” against action. It seems to be difficult to527

determine these rates experimentally, since even the notion of a “signal”528

has to be specified. For a moment, we consider these coefficients as just529

quantitative expressions of the environment’s pressure to the agent Aj to530

perform (or not) an action towards the agent Ai.531

15We again use the analogy with quantum physics modeling interaction of a multi-level
atom with the electromagnetic field. The only difference that we use qubit operators of
creation and annihilation a∗ji and aji.
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8 Actions of political parties towards and against532

cooperation533

For example, in the previous scheme the role of agents can be played by534

political parties Pj, j = 1, 2, ..., n,, see (Khrennikova, 2016) for details. Thus535

here political parties plays the role of decision makers. Each party considers536

the problem of cooperation with other parties.16 The action is “to cooperate”537

and each party reflects on preferences on (non-)cooperation. Here the envi-538

ronments Rj are parties’ electorates. And the coefficients α+
ij, α

−
ij represent539

electorate’s will that the political party Pj would establish the cooperation540

with the political party Pi.541

In the operational representation under consideration, the presence of the542

unstable electorate R is expressed in adjustment of the rates in the operator543

(19): α±ij → α±ij + γ±ij . Although from a purely mathematical viewpoint such544

an adjustment makes no difference, some interesting effects of the presence545

of the common unstable electorate R can be modeled. For example, suppose546

R strongly wants the cooperation between, e.g., all parties on the political547

arena. This will is expressed in increase of all α+
ij by the same additive548

term γ+ of sufficiently high magnitude. This will modify the preference state549

dynamics essentially.550

Suppose that there are only two political parties, P1 and P2. Each Hj

is just the qubit space of the dimension two. The preferences to non-
cooperation and cooperation are represented by the bases (|0〉, |1〉) in Hj.
The joint states of preferences are represented by superpositions of the vec-
tors from the basis

e1 = |00〉, e2 = |10〉, e3 = |01〉, e4 = |11〉.

In this basis the creation and annihilation operators for preferences of P1 and
P2 are represented by the matrices or in the matrix representation

a?1 =


0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

 , a1 =


0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

 . (20)

16In the quantum-like framework the problem of creation of alliances between political
parties was originally considered by Bagarello (2015b) whose model was based on explo-
ration of the mathematical apparatus of quantum field theory, see also (Bagarello and
Haven, 2016).
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a?2 =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

 , a2 =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 . (21)

The Markovian quantum master equation, the GKSL-equation, has the form

dρ

dt
= − i

γ
[ω1a

?
1a1 + ω2a

?
2a2 + k12(a

?
2a1 + a?1a2), ρ] (22)

+(α+
1 + γ+)(a∗1ρa1 −

1

2
{a1a

∗
1, ρ}) + (α−1 + γ−)(a1ρa

∗
1 −

1

2
{a∗1a1, ρ})

(α+
2 + γ+)(a∗2ρa2 −

1

2
{a2a

∗
2, ρ}) + (α−2 + γ−)(a2ρa

∗
2 −

1

2
{a∗2a2, ρ}).

This is a system of linear equations, its dynamics can be modeled numerically.551

Behavior of solutions depends essentially on the magnitudes of the coefficients552

and selection of the initial conditions. We plan to analyze such dependences553

in a future paper.554

9 Concluding remarks555

We apply the decoherence approach to the quantum measurement to model556

the process of decision making in the very general setup: multi-agent context,557

where each agent can assign preferences for possible actions towards some558

other agents. This generality leads to a complex structure of the multi-agent559

state space.560

This complex Hilbert space representation encodes uncertainty of condi-561

tions for selection of possible actions. This uncertainty is encoded in super-562

position of states corresponding to concrete actions. Such an superposition563

uncertainty can be interpreted as being more deep and unresolved, than the564

belief uncertainty modeled in the formalism of classical probability theory by565

assigning probabilities to the possible actions, see (Busemeyer et al., 2006,566

2012; Pothos and Busemeyer, 2009) for a synthesis of the ” advantages of567

quantum uncertainty over the classical uncertainty”. However, on a con-568

ceptual level, the notions of superposition and as well as entanglement are569

difficult to interpret in respect to human reasoning and choice formation.570

The problem of interpretation of these concepts is far from its final eluci-571

dation. Therefore, we prefer to justify the usage of quantum formalism by572

its mathematical simplicity. This argument might be surprising, because the573

quantum mechanics is always presented as one of the most complicated and574

even mystical scientific theories. However, this complexity lies merely in the575
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foundations of quantum mechanics; its mathematical formalism (especially576

for the finite-dimensional state spaces used in the quantum information) is577

just about linear algebra, in particular, all dynamical equations are linear.578

The state space of the proposed general model of decision making has579

a two level tensor product structure: the first level of the tensor product580

corresponds to the possible actions of a fixed agent and the second level581

unifies the state spaces of the agents, participating in the decision making582

task, thus providing an integrated model of agents’ decision making. Along583

with the standards of quantum information, the tensor product state spaces584

contain special states which are qualified as entangled states. Entanglement585

encodes non-separability.17 Entanglement related to the first level tensor586

product encodes non-separability of actions of each concrete agent, say Alice,587

towards other agents, e.g. Bob, Natasha, John, etc. In the entangled mental588

state Alice cannot separate the choice of her action course, e.g., towards Bob,589

from the selection of her actions towards Natasha, John, ... . Entanglement590

related to the second level tensor product encodes non-separability of actions591

of agents towards each other. As was pointed out in Remark 2, the notion of592

entanglement is one of the most difficult interpretational issues of quantum593

mechanics. In this paper we proceed pragmatically, where entanglement is594

used to sustain a consistent mathematical modeling of non-separability of595

decisions, see Remark 2.596

Finally, to obtain master equations describing evolution of the combined597

preference state of all the decision makers, we utilized an algebra of qubit598

operators of creation and annihilation, cf. Frydryszak (2011). Such a qubit599

algebra combines fermionic and bosonic commutation rules. The first type,600

anticommutation, represents the mutual exclusivity context for actions of601

the fixed agent towards another fixed agent and the second type, commuta-602

tion, describes the coexistence of the preferences for actions towards different603

agents and agents towards each other. This algebra provides a possibility604

to formulate the state dynamics in the quantum-like manner, similarly to605

the standard equations used in quantum physics and based on algebras of606

fermionic and bosonic creation and annihilation operators. We remark that607

in standard quantum physics the qubit algebra did not attract so much in-608

terest. Nevertheless, it might happen that decision making and applications609

to cognitive psychology, sociology, economics, and finance will be the future610

areas of real applications of the qubit algebra of creation-annihilation op-611

erators. This paper could be treated a methodological introduction of the612

17See Zorn and Smith (2011) and Khrennikova (2014, 2015, 2016) on a discussion about
the representation of non-separability in political science with the aid of entanglement;
see also Dzhafarov and Kujala (2012, 2014) for a connection of selective influences in
psychophysics with the formalism of quantum entanglement.
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application of qubit algebra in human decision making processes in different613

contexts.614

Appendix: Bosons and fermions615

Quantum systems are divided into two classes, bosons (e.g., photons, quanta616

of the electromagnetic field) and fermions (e.g., electrons). Any number of617

bosons can occupy any fixed state and not more than one fermion can occupy618

any fixed state. This is the essence of the Pauli exclusion principle18 . This619

principle is a postulate, and cannot be derived from the “natural physical620

principles”. Theoretically, there is also a third class of possibilities. Let m be621

a fixed natural number. Then it is said that a class of systems follows m-para-622

statistics, if not more than m systems of this class can occupy a fixed state.623

Para-statistics were well studied in quantum foundations, but it is known624

that quantum systems do not follow any of para-statistics, different from the625

statistics of bosons or fermions. At the same time there are no reasons to626

assume that the same should hold in the applications to the problems of627

cognition, it might well be the case that some new para-statistics can arise.628

Moreover, various combinations of these statistics can naturally surface, as629

we have shown in this paper.630

The states of bosons and fermions have to satisfy to different types of
symmetries. This implies an existence of different commutation relations for
the operators representing the processes of creation a?j and annihilation aj of
bosons and fermions, respectively. For bosonic operators, we obtain:

[ai, aj] = [a?i , a
?
j ] = 0, [a?i , aj] = δij, (23)

where for any pair of operators A,B, [A,B] = AB−BA is their commutator.
For fermionic operators, we have:

{ai, aj} = {a?i , a?j} = 0, {a?i , aj} = δij, (24)

where for any pair of operators A,B, {A,B} = AB + BA is their anti-631

commutator.632

633

Remark: on the social meaning of the usage of fermionic and bosonic634

states635

636

Bosonic states are displayed by agents in settings, where cooperation be-637

tween them as well as inseparability of they decisions is possible. They also638

18Cf. Ballentine (2014) for a general introduction.
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allow to encode the inseparability of decisions on the level of each single639

agent. In the setting of the proposed example (if we consider dichotomous640

choices in the form yes/no) in respect to the different decision-making tasks,641

the state vector of choices of two parties is denoted as x = (x1, x2), xj = 0, 1.642

The bosonic properties of the decision operators of creation and annihilation643

imply that a?1, a1 commute with a?2, a2 . As such, the compound state dy-644

namics generated by these operators does not depend on the order of choice645

considerations by the political parties. When P1 (one party) reflects towards646

cooperation, in the operational formalism this consideration is encoded in647

the application of the creation operator a?1 to the state ψ. When P2 (another648

party), for example, decides towards non-cooperation, in the operator formal-649

ism the annihilation operator a2 is applied to the state a1ψ, i.e., the output650

of these reflections is the state φ = a2a
?
1ψ. The same output state would be651

generated if the parties’ reflections take place in an opposite chronological652

order, i.e. φ = a?1a2ψ. Hence, by applying the bosonic algebra for inter-party653

reflections, we construct a model, in which the order of reflections of the in-654

volved parties does not matter. One can say that the parties decide on their655

strategies independently. At the same time the parties’ state ψ can be also656

an entangled state, in this case any decision of, e.g.,P1 (represented in action657

of, e.g., a?1) alters the state of the compound system.658

Fermionic operators allow to model the decision making of agents in one659

qubit states. The properties of the fermionic operators allow to encode the660

(0,1), i.e. dichotomicity of decision outcomes. For multiple outcome possi-661

bilities bosonic operators would be in use.662
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